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Storms approach: 
The island with mountains 

and oceans

Shared experience among people in Taiwan: Shared experience among people in Taiwan: 
life with mountains and oceanslife with mountains and oceans

No matter which county you step in, you can always see Central No matter which county you step in, you can always see Central 
Range standing like giant walls, or the azure and verdant outline Range standing like giant walls, or the azure and verdant outline 
of mountains, even when you stand in the vast Chianan plain. of mountains, even when you stand in the vast Chianan plain. 
Mountains have become the background of every scene, such as Mountains have become the background of every scene, such as 
paddy fields, houses, apartments, and even roads. They are like paddy fields, houses, apartments, and even roads. They are like 
eternal dependence in our daily life. Turning your head to the other eternal dependence in our daily life. Turning your head to the other 
side, you can see the ocean. Stepping onto the higher buildings or side, you can see the ocean. Stepping onto the higher buildings or 
hills, you can always see the horizon connecting the sky and the hills, you can always see the horizon connecting the sky and the 
ocean, unless you are in Nantou. When feeling down, people ride ocean, unless you are in Nantou. When feeling down, people ride 
to the beach. When being joyful, people still ride to the beach. The to the beach. When being joyful, people still ride to the beach. The 
ocean absorbs people’s sorrow, joy, etc., and softly catches people’s ocean absorbs people’s sorrow, joy, etc., and softly catches people’s 
sentiments.sentiments.

Taiwan is an island with plenty of mountains. The culture of Taiwan is an island with plenty of mountains. The culture of 
mountains and oceans sticks to us. TSMC, the semiconductor mountains and oceans sticks to us. TSMC, the semiconductor 
company, is compared to the mountain, which is called “the company, is compared to the mountain, which is called “the 
mountain of the nation” with the image of reliance and sturdiness. mountain of the nation” with the image of reliance and sturdiness. 
Besides, in the movie “Cape No. 7”Besides, in the movie “Cape No. 7”1, when the male lead feels , when the male lead feels 
frustrated, he will jump into the ocean, and dive into the dark and frustrated, he will jump into the ocean, and dive into the dark and 
deep blue tranquility, in order to escape from the world. “Taiwanese deep blue tranquility, in order to escape from the world. “Taiwanese 
characteristic” shaped by “the mountains and the oceans” is a characteristic” shaped by “the mountains and the oceans” is a 
calmnesscalmness that is rare in the world.  that is rare in the world. “Anyway, the mountains and “Anyway, the mountains and 
the oceans are still there.”the oceans are still there.”

➫➫
2019, the beginning of the2019, the beginning of the Void Mountian Festival Void Mountian Festival, the beginning , the beginning 
of the stormof the storm

The modernistic progress of globalization has reached an impasse. The modernistic progress of globalization has reached an impasse. 
The changes in The changes in “micropower”“micropower”2 have made many rules in the past  have made many rules in the past 
lose their dominance of control. “Globalization” has proved to be lose their dominance of control. “Globalization” has proved to be 
a kind of “tribalization”. Many extremist groups are formed. When a kind of “tribalization”. Many extremist groups are formed. When 
the macro power and management lose their effectiveness, the new, the macro power and management lose their effectiveness, the new, 
fragmental power gives many tribalized groups opportunities in the fragmental power gives many tribalized groups opportunities in the 
meanwhile. The subsequent storm is harsher. The meanwhile. The subsequent storm is harsher. The pandemicpandemic which  which 
ravages the world proves that it is beyond the capabilities of the ravages the world proves that it is beyond the capabilities of the 
traditional systems. The large art festivals and biennales are shut traditional systems. The large art festivals and biennales are shut 
down inevitably.down inevitably.

In contrast, Taiwan has controlled the development of the pandemic In contrast, Taiwan has controlled the development of the pandemic 
with a calm yet serious attitude. The blooming traditional and with a calm yet serious attitude. The blooming traditional and 
non-traditional art activities are held as usual without shutdown. non-traditional art activities are held as usual without shutdown. 
Expectations are bestowed on the Expectations are bestowed on the “Regional Revitalization”“Regional Revitalization”3  of of 
arts in the form of some slogans of economics. Under the clashing arts in the form of some slogans of economics. Under the clashing 
circumstances, circumstances, the mountain/night/rural light festivalsthe mountain/night/rural light festivals like   like  
“Void Mountain Festival”“Void Mountain Festival” are resonating in the mind of the director  are resonating in the mind of the director 
of the Cultural Affairs Bureau, artists, and people of “Fake Fire” of the Cultural Affairs Bureau, artists, and people of “Fake Fire” 
studio in a studio in a progressive, experimental, little bit provocative, and progressive, experimental, little bit provocative, and 
introspective introspective form.form.


